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Introduction: It is widely known that impact diamonds can be formed by the solid-phase diffusion-less
mechanism from graphite transition to diamond under
shock pressure > 30 GPa [1-4]. Much less known impact diamond variety formed after coal substance was
found in the 70-s by V.A.Yezerskiy [5] at the unique
Kara astrobleme (Pay-Khoy, Russia). After more than
30 years since the discovery of the after-coal diamonds
by application of a complex of modern high resolution
techniques we have found that the type of diamonds
have specific structural, elemental composition and
properties [6].
Sampling and methods: The sampling of the diamondiferous suevites and clast-poor impact melt rocks
was provided in 2015 and 2017 at the Kara impact
crater (Pay-Khoy ridge, Russia). The afte-coal impact
diamonds have been enriched from the host impactites
by chemical dissolution at the Laboratory of Diamond
Mineralogy of the IG FRC Komi SC UB RAS (Syktyvkar, Russia). The studies have been provided with a
wide complex of high resolution methods including
Raman spectroscopy in visible and ultra-violet light,
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with focused ion
beam preparation (FIB), electron probe microanalysis
(EPMA), elemental mapping, high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), electron diffraction (ED); infrared spectroscopy (IR), LA-ICP-MS and
organic 13C isotopic studies.
Results: Our study of after-coal diamonds and cofollowing carbon phases by the complex of the methods allowed recognize a new short-distance diffusion
mechanism of the diamonds formation similar to supposed to experimentally produced impact diamonds
from coal and bitumen proposed by N. I. Borimchuk et
al. [7]. Also, we have divided at the Kara impact crater
two different varieties of impact diamonds presented
by really after-coal substance (sugar-like diamonds)
and diamond pseudomorphs formed after organic relics
(diamond fossils) (Figure 1). The both varieties are free
of mechanical defects and deformation twinning, also
named by lonsdaleite. The after-coal variety is characterized by uniform shaped particles having irregular
morphology after carboniferous fragments of the host
black shales of a target. They have unusual porous
structure with well shaped diamond crystallites of 20-

30 nm in size. At the same the diamond fossils nicely
preserve the organics micromorphological details, have
microcrystallites size just about 2-5 nm being ultrananocrystalline diamond material. The latter is a
novel promising material intensively studied in material science [8].

Figure 1. Optical image of diamond fossil enriched
from a host melt clast within suevite of the giant Kara
meteorite crater (Pay-Khoy, Russia), reflected light
through a binocular microscope.
Following to LA-ICP-MS data the diamond fossils
have REE-poor composition compare to the after-coal
diamonds. The IR measurements point to preservation
of cellulose and lignin components within the ultrananocrystalline diamond aggregates. The carbon
isotopic composition of the Kara diamonds (-24.2  28.0 ‰ 0.1 ‰) points to organic carbon precursor
came from host rocks such as black shales and sandstones of the Kara sedimentary target. At the same
time, we cannot exclude that a part of the diamond
fossils has been formed after alive wood fragments.
Conclusion: Following to the present studies it is
found that the natural impact diamonds can be formed
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by different mechanisms stimulated by shock process –
diffusion-free (after graphite) and short-distance diffusion (after coal and organics) mechanisms. The latter
can be explained by different mechanical properties
and elemental composition resulted in easily producing
of plastic and liquid state of the carboniferous matter
stimulating in some diffusion effects. The non-aftergraphitic impact diamonds have very special structure
and composition differ them from the well known aftergraphite impact diamonds. By the moment we can conclude that the lonsdaleite presence (mechanical defect
diamond twinning) cannot be the necessary proof of
impact origin for the impact structures. Following to
the much more widely spread sedimentary rocks, “a
priory” containing some organic matter, we can preview an essentially wider distribution of after-organics
diamonds and other carbon phases within impact craters. The preservation of structural elements of organic
matter in the products of intensive impact metamorphism under giant impact events can help in impact
nature proving for debated impact structures around the
world, gives a new information for geological paleoreconstructions and astrobiological studies, and for
developing of the extraterrestrial life origin models.
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